WIN $1,000 and a trip for two to the Home Baking Association Annual Meeting in Stowe, Vermont.

WANTED Winning baking lessons, activity or service projects.

EDUCATORS in classrooms, preschools, community programs, clubs, camps, leader training for Pre-K to 12th grade are eligible.

ENTRY DEADLINE is March 31.

More details at HomeBaking.org/educator-award.

2021 AWARD WINNER

Elizabeth Hagan
Family & Consumer Sciences Educator, Bayard, Iowa

Entry:
Bearthday Celebrations: How Baking at Home Takes You Around the Globe

Honorable Mention:
Carla Schaer
Baking on Break
Family and Consumer Sciences Educator, Sparland, Ill.

Look what you find at HomeBaking.org

Baking Calendar, Baker’s Spotlight, Mealtime Solutions, Bake for Family Fun, Test Kitchen Recipes, Teaching Resources

Early Childhood, Elementary, Secondary Videos, Lessons, Visuals, Experiments

NEW! Resources
Cookie Science Ingredient Functions and Cookie Science Teaching Strategies (visuals)
Pastry Pizzaz, 2020 Educator Award (lesson)
(Powerpoint with recorded Zoom presentation)
Sugar Detectives: Uncovering and Examining the Sneaky Ways Sugar Transforms Baked Goods (lesson)
Measuring Baking Temperatures (video)
Why Bake in Glass? (infographic)
Guide to Selecting Perfect Sweeteners (infographic)

Want more?
» Biscuits 101 (video)
» Mug Muffin Baking Food Safety (lesson)
» Bake for Funds (lesson)
» Plant-based Packaging for Bake Sales (graphic)
» Bearthday Celebrations: How Baking at Home Takes You Around the Globe
2021 Educator Award winner Lesson plan coming soon!

» Baking Glossary
» Teaching Resources/Shop
» More at homebaking.org

Monthly Features
» Baking Calendar
» Baker’s Spotlight
» E-newsletter (signup)